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Abstract……..
The report covers the designing and fabrication of the prosthetic lower limb. The project
specifications and requirements such as affordability, robustness and customizability of the
prosthetic foot. The detailed literature review has been done to get the knowledge of several
terms in prosthetics. This project concerns the design and manufacture of medical devices
that require a high level of customization. We focus the attention on lower limb prosthesis
and in particular on the prosthetic foot. The proposed method is centered on the modeling and
manufacture of patient’s residual limb. Three main phases can be identified: design,
validation and manufacture of the prosthetics foot. Firstly, we use the computer aided design
tool to design the prosthetics foot design. Then, a numerical simulation is run to check
mechanical features and validate the prosthetics foot design. Finally, manufacturing and build
prosthetics foot. Preliminary results are presented and conclusions are drawn concerning the
challenge of prosthetics foot. Aim: The aim of this priority area is the development of
technologies for prosthetics, which meet the functional, environmental and economic factors
of resource-constrained settings. Context: Physical disabilities such as a missing limb due to
birth defect, disease or amputation have a severely negative effect on the affected individual’s
quality of life, welfare and potential for employment in many countries. There is a need for
functional prosthetics, which are affordable, robust, reliable and fit for purpose. They need to
be suitable for sustained use and easy to manufacture, maintain and/or repair.
Design Features


Ideal for cross training, running, bat and ball sports



Controlled acceleration and deceleration
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Background
1.1 Background
There have been many in history who tried to support those afflicted by limb loss so that they
could enjoy fuller lives. Before the dawn of literature, the history of prosthetics begins, and
that's based on only a few snippets we have been able to discover. Over time, advancements
made it possible to replace a plain artificial leg of wood or iron with advanced instruments
that got closer to imitating biological function. Without the pioneers who come before the
developments we admire of contemporary prosthetics will not be feasible. This article
celebrates the evolution of the prosthetic leg from the early age of mankind to the present
day. We may not have many remaining examples from ancient times of prosthetic legs. Many
of them were made from perishable materials, and in ancient days, the death rate for leg
amputations was staggeringly high.

What fragments we have though, indicate that our

earliest predecessors shared an urge to return shape and function to the human body.
(Amputee Coalition, n.d.)
Suspension devices are important parts of the prosthesis of the lower limb that are used to
establish a comfortable coupling between the residual and prosthesis limbs. Many advanced
suspension systems make use of silicone liners as the preferred suspension system. Lower
limb amputees have expressed hopes for these silicone liners as a result of the fact that these
machines provide a similar fit to the residual limb, superior suspension, enhanced appearance
and improved function. In general, prosthetic devices that integrate suspension structures
with silicone liners offer a good overall experience. There are a number of silicone
suspensions in use, either by a distal single pin or by circumferential seal or seals that create
vacuum on the socket wall, attached to the hard socket. To ensure a total-surface bearing fit,
prosthetic hard sockets that are used for silicone suspension should be undersized (Eshraghi,
2012).
Research has found that the soft tissue is exposed to tolerable compression by a total-surface
bearing socket. Bone systems, on the other side, are stabilized inside the residual limb;
therefore, while these liners are in operation, the tissue will not be compromised due to
intolerable excessive pressure. In addition, total-surface bearing sockets combined with
improved vacuum (for example, Seal-In liners) could control the fluctuation and transpiration
of thickness (Eshraghi, 2012).
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1.2 Introduction
The prosthesis is a system that may be within or outside the human body that covers the
missing portion or structure. Prostheses are the parts of the artificial body made for amputees.
A significant number of individuals have suffered from a certain type of amputee. The
strategy attempts to target them. Arm, knee, arm, foot, hand are among the amputations. Our
mission is to provide a solution to this issue that is cost-effective, has a flexible degree of
work and can be tailored to the needs of the customer. The goal of this project is to develop
and produce prosthetic lower limbs in 3D. This initiative would also target the use of efficient
materials that at the same time, are not heavy and not costly. The use of prior technologies
would still be used in comparison. The project is based on the "Prosthetic Lower Limb"
concept, which involves several parts. Hips, elbows, feet, suspension, liner, connector and
construction materials are the core components for prosthetics. Projects have been carried out
around the world to improve prosthetic efficiency and increase leg work. In specific, we
center our attention on the prosthetic foot. The suggested methodology relies on the
simulation and production of the residual extremity of the patient. It is possible to distinguish
three major phases: the specification, validation and development of the prosthetic foot.

1.3 Objectives of the Research
Our aims are to build solution for this problem that is cost-effective, have variable working
degree and can be customized to user’s need.
 The aim of this project is accomplished by 3D designing and manufacturing of
prosthetic lower limb.
 The prosthetic should be both functional and cosmetically appealing
 The prosthetic should be affordable but light weight at the same time.

1.4 Methodology
 Using computational methods (Solid works and ANSYS), Parameters:


Five different models.



Materials: Three different materials.



Mechanical test: stress, Strain, Deformation, Fatigue



Select final Design
4



Manufacturing



Testing

1.5 Applications of Project
The applications of project are but not limited to:
 Usage in Amputation industry
 Customizable fitting for everyone meaning higher usability and efficiency
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
The three major types of prosthetics are summarized from an engineering point of view. As a
fixed spring and damper, passive devices work and thus provide only simple features. Via
microprocessor technology, semi active prostheses are able to adjust their actions
immediately and can therefore respond to circumstances. Though they provide greater
stability, the generation of resisting forces remains small (Windrich, 2016). By motors, active
or powered prostheses have external control and thus have the capacity to act. Although they
deliver higher efficiency and higher functionality, they embody the most complex system. In
recent years, different active ankle joints, knee joints, and ankle and knee combinations
systems have been developed (Windrich, 2016).
According to the 2005 amputation literature survey, about 1.6 million lower-limb amputees
were recorded in the United States (USA). The number of lower-limb amputees is expected
to grow to 3.6 million within the next 50 years. 86.4 percent of the overall amputees were
identified as lower-limb amputees in another Tanzania-based study. A research performed in
Brazil estimates that 25% of overall amputees need solutions for foot prostheses. Long-term
users with passive flat foot prosthetics tend to suffer from physical disabilities attributable to
musculoskeletal imbalances or pathologies, such as osteoarthritis, osteopenia, and subsequent
osteoporosis. A precaution for the above-mentioned accidents is foot prosthesis with versatile
adaptation capability. Statistical statistics and potential physical accidents illustrate the need
for effective and durable adaptive foot prostheses that may mimic the market standard of
human foot functionality (Thilina H. Weerakkody, 2017).
By designing innovative, durable prosthetic solutions, foot amputees' lives will be uplifted
and made happier and more prosperous for society. Any passive, active, and hybrid adaptive
foot prostheses have currently been developed with an emphasis on various functional criteria
and mechanisms of design (Thilina H. Weerakkody, 2017).
Early wooden foot or solid-ankle-cushioned heel styles are still in use and have become a
cost-effective approach for applications of steady and low velocity (H. v. d. Lind, 2004).
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1.6 Selection of an Appropriate Design
This thesis provides a thorough analysis on recent advances in active lower limb prosthetics
based on a methodical search approach, in comparison to previous studies. It provides a
general description of the prostheses defined and sheds light on various design methods for
both the actuation unit and the control mechanism (Windrich, 2016).
In terms of serving four main functional functions, existing architecture solutions are
organized:
 Help for the body
 The Propulsion
 Flexibility for Tasks
 Relief loading

Figure 1 All Suggested Lower Limb

1.6.1

Selected Design:

The selected design for the project thesis is shown in figure:

Figure 2 Selected Design for Lower Limb
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1.7 Benefits of Design
 Ideal for cross fitness, running, games of bat and ball
 Acceleration and deceleration regulated
 Alignment ease, including A/P slide
 Adjustment wedge for heel stiffness
The majority of amputees should be used with routine prosthetic therapy. Particularly for
those with moderate degree of movement, meaning they adjust their walking speed, travel
longer distances, and easily change direction. "Push off" gait is possible leading to a more
symmetric gait. Some feet have a split-toe mechanism that helps the foot to imitate inversion
and eversion. It normally allows individuals to progress from moderate to higher levels of
activity due to the complex reaction of the foot (contributors, 2020).
Active knee prosthetics will do work that is a normal routine. This could include stair
climbing, ramps and transition to the sit-stand role. Thus, we may assume that the mobility of
the amputee adds up to this. In the event of tripping and slippage, an engaged knee may
minimize risk factors for dropping. It needs an actuator for this form of active knee. In fact,
the actuator is a part consisting of a driving engine, a ball screw, springs and dampers
(REITER, 2017).

1.8 Mechanical Properties and Stability of Design
The stiffness of the foot-ankle mechanism is another element of the prosthetic prescription
that greatly affects comfort and work. The option of suitable stiffness is largely dependent on
the body weight of the patient, his/her choice of activities, and the level of severity of those
activities, but other considerations can also be considered, such as residual limb duration,
residual limb discomfort, and the patient's sense of equilibrium. Almost all suppliers
encourage the doctor (or prosthetics) to select the desired stiffness from a range of
components available. The Seattle Foot (Seattle Orthopaedics Group, Poulsbo, WA), for
example, is available in seven different keel stiffness’s, and there are nine stiffness groups for
the Flex-Foot. The doctor must weigh the different variables and use a single rigidity to serve
all situations that a patient can encounter. Increased metabolic costs, irregular muscle activity
patterns, reduced gait symmetry, tissue damage associated with improper residual-limb and
intact-limb loading, and discomfort may occur from an incorrect choice of stiffness. All of
8

these studies discusses the biological function to prosthetic limbs with various stiffness
profiles and provides an empirical correlation between the intrinsic but often unexplained
stiffness of a given commercial device and the observed effects on metabolic expense,
patterns of muscle activity, gait symmetry, and loading of the leg (Glenn K. Klute, Carol F.
Kallfelz, & Joseph M. Czerniecki, 2001).

1.9 General Design Characteristic
In regard to the health status of the amputees, locomotion rate and weight of the body, all
these elements are accessed. Previous capstone programs for lower limbs have been
researched for comparative study in architecture. This includes 3D printing Foot Prosthetics,
the next project. The project was planned to promote the development of inexpensive and
lightweight foot prosthetics. This has contributed to client specification criteria and the
requisite prior analysis of literature. It has been innovated from these ventures in the
construction of foot prosthetics. Instead of creating a prosthetic foot to mimic an able-bodied
foot's gestures, there is a development of prosthetic foot that would create lower-leg
movements identical to those of the lower leg of an able-bodied individual when they walk
(Chu, 2018).

1.10 Mechanical Principles of Design
The artificial limb consists, in theory, of a socket containing the weight of the leg connected
to an artificial foot ideally placed under the socket by means of an intermediary shank with
fitting joints. The socket is constructed to take the leg weight comfortably and envelops the
stump so that motion can be transmitted to the rest of the artificial limb. (FRCSEd, 1991).

1.11 Minimal Weight Design
It is possible to make prosthetic feet from wood, rubber, urethane, titanium, glass fibre and
carbon fibre. They can be lightweight, energy-storing or dynamic, and some can allow heel
height adjustability. Passive plantar flexion in the early position, neutral position in the mid
position and toe hyperextension in the late position should be provided by both prosthetic feet
(contributors, 2020).
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1.12 Centre of Gravity
The centre of gravity (COG) of the human body is a metaphysical position from which the
force of gravity continues to work. It is the point where the combined mass of the body
appears to be concentrated. As it is a conceptual point, the COG does not have to lie within
the physical limits of an object or individual. (McGraw-Hill, Physiopedia, 2020).

1.13 Safety Factor
The safety factor (SF) describes how much stiffer a device is than an expected load needs to
be. Using thorough research, safety considerations are also measured because rigorous testing
is impossible for certain projects, such as bridges and houses, so the capacity of the system to
support a load must be evaluated to a fair precision (Burr, 1995).

1.14 Stresses
Stress is a physical quantity which expresses the internal forces exerted on each other by
neighbouring particles of a continuous material, while strain is the measure of the material's
deformation (McGraw-Hill, Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain, 1989).

1.15 Strain
Geometric deformation calculation that describes the relative displacement of a material body
between particles. Different processes, like stress exerted by external forces to the bulk
material (like gravity) or to the surface, may create strain inside a material (like contact
forces, external pressure, or friction). Every pressure of a rigid material creates an internal
elastic stress, equivalent to a spring's reaction force, which helps to return the material to its
original non-deformed state (McGraw-Hill, Roark's Formulas for Stress and Strain, 1989).

1.16 Deformation
Total Deformation is the transformation of a body by continuum mechanics from a reference
configuration to a new configuration (Ratner, 2003).

1.17 Fatigue
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Fatigue is the weakening of a substrate that results in structural damage, gradual and
localized, and crack formation caused by cyclic loading. (Murakami & Miller, 2005).

1.18 Ergonomics
In the production of a commodity for human consumption, ergonomics is an important factor.
The different things that are taken into consideration, such as the comfort design, the practical
design and the framework known as the human and ergonomic factor (HF&E), which create a
product that communicates with the product and the general public using the product.
Commitments from various controls, such as brain science, architecture, biomechanics,
mechanical outline, physiology, and anthropometry, were seen in the sector. It is usually the
study of representing hardware and equipment that complement the human body and its
subjective capabilities. In theory, the two terms "human variables" and "ergonomics" are
synonymous.
Ergonomics (or human components) is the experimental control dealing with interpreting
interactions between persons and various components of a system and the call that
implements philosophy, criteria, knowledge and strategies to prepare in order to facilitate
human prosperity and implementation of the general framework. HF&E is used to fulfil the
word's goals pertaining to workplace health and safety. It is important to outline items such as
sheltered furniture and easy-to-use computer and equipment interfaces. In order to predict
dull strain wounds and other musculoskeletal issues, ergonomic configuration is necessary,
which can evolve after some time and can prompt long-term handicap. For the "fit" between
the consumer, hardware and their environment, human factors and ergonomics are noted. In
seeking to ensure that errands, capacities, data and the planet serve any customer, it notices
the capability and constraints of the customer (SATTAR, 2016).

1.19 Design Features


Ideal for cross fitness, running, games of bat and ball



Acceleration and deceleration regulated

1.20 Manufacturing
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The metal may be aluminium, titanium or steel in the manufacturing process. The prices can
vary. All of these are stronger and harder, but aluminium is not approved for adults because
they are heavier and taller than infants. We would use steel for our project as it is not too
expensive and has higher prices of power. Finally, it is important to change the relationship
of the foot to the stump, so that during gait, the foot stands instinctively and in a normal
relationship to the rest of the body (FRCSEd, 1991).

1.21 Materials:
Researched materials for limb and their properties
Table 1 Materials for Prosthetic Foot
Titanium

Stainless Steel



Excellent in
biocompatibility



Resistant to corrosion.



Elevated tensile power.



Excellent in design
properties



Very robust.



Excellent resistance to
corrosion



Immune to temperature.



Simple formability and
manufacturing.



Lightweight



High Power



Magnificent in elasticity



Appealing look.



Excellent tenacity in low
temperatures



Environmentally
sustainable (recyclable)



Low thermal conductance



Elevated electrical
resistance



Lower-maintenance (long
lasting)

Carbon Fibre


Strong Ratio of strength to
weight



Rigidity



Resistance to corrosion



Resistance to Exhaustion



Strong power for stress, but
Fragile



In certain ways, High
Thermal Conductivity



Low thermal expansion
coefficient



Relatively Expensive

The metal may be titanium, steel or carbon Fibre in the manufacturing process. The prices
can vary. All of these are stronger and harder, but aluminium is not approved for adults
because they are heavier and taller than infants. And the carbon fibre can be expensive and
somehow not commonly availability. We would use steel for our project as it is not too
expensive and has higher prices of power. Selected Material for the project is Stain less steel
304 due to its superior properties than other materials.
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1.21.1 Stainless Steel:
Stainless steel is a collection of iron-based alloys with a minimum of around 11% chromium,
a structure that keeps the iron from rusting and also offers properties that are heat-resistant.
The elements carbon (from 0.03 percent to more than 1.00 percent), phosphorus, aluminium,
silicon, sulphur, titanium, nickel, copper, selenium, niobium, and molybdenum are various
kinds of stainless steel. Specific stainless steel types are also marked with a three-digit
number, e.g. stainless steel 304.

1.21.2 Benefits of Stainless Steel 304:
 Lowest coast corrosion resistance option.
 Resistance to oxidation
 No limitation on fabrication

1.22 Size
Size is taken from former standard published data (Blatchford).
Table 2 Specification of Prosthetic Foot
Max. User Weight

20-60kg (44 - 132 lb)

Activity Level

3-4

Spring range

1-3

Component Weight

450g (1 lb)

Build Height

168mm

1.23 Safety
Having brought up the different parts of the artificial limb, they are assembled so that a
natural limb is replicated. The position of the knee and ankle joints, like the axis of rotation
of the joints, must be right. The joint orientation must be right, so that the body weight moves
just behind the axis of the knee joint while seated, creating support when the joint is slightly
hyperextended. Finally, it is important to change the relationship of the foot to the stump, so
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that during gait, the foot stands instinctively and in a normal relationship to the rest of the
body (FRCSEd, 1991).
Verification is the method of deciding whether the device's requirements have been met
through the process of design. Any part of the layout: mechanical, electrical, applications.
Any new device used with patients must be approved by the international standard such as
FDA regulations and ISO specifications. Quality management planning includes
understanding of international guidelines that address such fields as:
 Risk estimation is carried out in accordance with ISO 149711.
 Electrical protection is validated in compliance with IEC 606011,
 Verification of biocompatibility is carried out according to the ISO 109933
requirements.
 The validation of sterility is carried out according to ISO 116077.
 Transit specifications for packaging are checked according to ASTM and ISTA
criteria.

1.24 Aesthetics
Designed to offer a complete solution, via the split toe and traction heel, excellent flexibility,
ground compliance and increased comfort, while the C-shaped toe spring is primed for
optimum energy response.

1.25 Cost
Prosthetic limb technology has progressed by leaps and bounds, offering amputees a
multitude of bionic alternatives, including microchip-controlled artificial knees, artificial
intelligence-driven sensor-laden feet, and robotic hands that a person can manipulate through
her mind. But it can cost tens of thousands of dollars for such high-tech projects, making
them unattainable for many amputees, particularly in developing countries (Chu, 2018).

1.26 Lower Limbs Type and Classification
There are two forms of prostheses used. One of them is a passive indicating that they do not
absorb external energy and by body activity all their tasks are done. The other kind is active,
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which uses actuators such as the AC motor or stepper motor of the DC motor to perform the
operation (Thilina H. Weerakkody, 2017).

1.27 Current Design
Current selected design is shown in the figure below that is manufactured by Stainless Steel
304.

Figure 3 Current Selected Design

1.27.1 Design Calculation
To proceed with the part design, we have to categorize the patients according to their usual
activities. A K- Level Code technique is used for dividing entities into groups (Bowker,
1992).

Figure 4 K-Code Classification for Prosthesis Patients
15

We have certain body measurements after evaluating the activity level of the patients, called
the anthropometric measure described by the equations below. The lengths are all taken in
mm. In this section below, the nomenclature of the concept being used.
𝑅𝐿 = 𝐿𝐸𝑁𝐺𝑇𝐻 𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑈𝐴𝐿 𝐿𝐼𝑀𝐵
𝐾𝐻 = 𝐾𝑁𝐸𝐸 𝐽𝑂𝐼𝑁𝑇 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝑇𝐻 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝑇 𝐽𝑂𝐼𝑁𝑇
𝑇𝐿 = 𝑇𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡
𝐾𝑆 = 𝑅𝐸𝑆𝐼𝐷𝑈𝐴𝐿 𝐾𝑁𝐸𝐸 𝐽𝑂𝐼𝑁𝑇 𝐿𝐸𝐺 𝑇𝑂𝑃
𝑇𝐻 = 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇 𝑂𝐹 𝑃𝑅𝑂𝑆𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑆𝐼𝑆
𝑇𝑀 = 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇𝐻 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑈𝐵𝐸 𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑈𝐿𝐸
𝑆𝑀 = 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇 𝑂𝐹 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝐾𝐸𝑇 𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑈𝐿𝐸
𝐹𝑀 = 𝐻𝐸𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇𝑇 𝑂𝐹 𝐹𝑂𝑂𝑇 𝑀𝑂𝐷𝑈𝐿𝐸

Figure 5 Prosthetic Lower Limb Component
𝑲𝑺 = 𝑻𝑳 − 𝑹𝑳
𝑻𝑯 = 𝑲𝑯 − 𝑲𝑺
𝑻𝑴 = 𝑻𝑯 − 𝑺𝑴 − 𝑭𝑴
𝑻𝑯 = 𝑲𝑯 + 𝑲𝑺
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Chapter 3 Design of Lower Limb Prosthesis
1.28 Geometry
The prosthetic lower limb construction is achieved using SolidWorks. There are several
drawbacks that have restricted the prosthetic structure's design requirements. These
restrictions rely only on the individual's weight, the speed of the amputee's locomotion, and
the situation in which the leg would be used. The key goal of the nature of the project is to
make amputees able to live an enjoyable and natural life by themselves.
Drawings for the Prosthetic foot is shown in the below figure.
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Figure 6 Geometry for Design

1.29 Final Model of Lower Limb Prosthetic Foot:
Following figure shows the model for the final design of Prosthetic foot. This model is
created by use of Solid Works with the help of selected dimensions and data. Material for this
design is stainless steel 304. This design is further analyse in the ANSYS by importing the
geometry file of model.
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Figure 7 Created Model on Solid Works

1.30 Design Characteristics
The required prosthetic foot has to be added in order for any lower limb prosthesis to work
optimally. In shape and function, the ideal prosthetic foot will precisely replicate the human
foot. With the latest technologies, this is not feasible. Despite the fact that the option of
prosthetic feet has been shown to rise unceasingly, this is real. Prosthetic feet have seen the
incorporation of new technologies and fabrics in a number of fields to maximize diverse
performance. The ability to monitor the dynamic load and the memory return of the content
until the load is removed are examples of these upgrades. These new fabrics have made it
easier for prosthetic feet to be lighter and more cosmetic.

1.31 Calculation
In order to produce meaningful effects in the life of the amputee, effective construction of
prosthetic components is a fundamental task. They are all custom-fit items related to the
human body anatomically. The more suitable the layout is the more relaxed and safe the
patient would be.
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1.32 FEA Analysis:
The final created model is analysed on FEA software under static loading conditions. All the
related analysis were perform to check the stability of model and material. Analysis includes
Stress, Strain, Deformation, and Fatigue. Under fatigue tool there is a further parts that are
Factor of safety, Biaxial Stress and Equivalent alternating Stress.

1.33Force and Moment
Force is the major part of analysis at which the analysis is being done. This applies at the top
side of upper limb transfers by the leg on the foot. The selected design shape gives the effect
of spring. This Perform a responsive behaviour during walking as like of original feet. The
shape is compressed during the force.

Figure 8 Force and Fixed Support
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Chapter 4 Results and Discussion
1.34 Results:
The results obtain by the analysis of prosthetic foot on ANSYS are given below, described in
the form of figures. Results for Stress, Strain, Deformation and Fatigue related analysis are
obtain from ANSYS.

1.34.1 Stress
Equivalent stress is evaluated by the analysis on Prosthetic foot design. The maximum value
obtain by analysis for equivalent stress is 92.197MPa and the minimum value is 1.52e-9MPa.
The values obtain by the application of 80N.

Figure 9 Equivalent Stress Results

1.34.2 Strain
Following figure shows the computational results of analysis for strain. The maximum value
for strain obtain by applying 80N force is 0.00047897 and minimum value is 2.1787e-14.

Figure 10 Equivalent Elastic Strain Results
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1.34.3 Deformation
Deformation is the main analysis for this design which is basically the displacement of
material under loading. The value obtain for deformation analysis is vary from 0 to
7.3976mm.

Figure 11 Deformation Results

1.34.4 Safety factor
Factor of safety plays a vital role in material life. It limits up the value of stresses to gain or
achieve the better life for structure material and gives the safety about sudden failure. The
value obtain through analysis is up to 15.

Figure 12 Factor of Safety Results

1.34.5 Fatigue
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The cyclic loading on any structure will result to cause fatigue. Two analysis are done under
the fatigue tool analysis that is Biaxiality Stress and Equivalent Alternating stress. The values
obtain for the biaxiality stress analysis 0.94493 and -0.99353 as a maximum and minimum
respectively. In the equivalent alternating stress analysis the maximum value obtain is
92.197MPa and the minimum value is 1.5254e-9. Description of analysis is given the
following figure.

Figure 13 Fatigue Results

1.35 Discussion:
Specific activities often require the prosthetic foot to be carefully selected. A Flex-Sprint
could be suggested for the sprinter because it would provide the patient with excellent
dynamic elastic response and forward propulsion. In such activities, suspension is paramount
for the runner, and secondary systems such as a silicone suspension with a locking
mechanism or supracondylar suspension and an additional neoprene sleeve are common
(Duane Rorno, 1999).
Complex sets of joints are made up of the human foot. Due to body weight and reaction to the
ground force, it undergoes considerable impulsive force in the gait stage. Developing a
computer with a solid and lightweight material is important. In order for adaptive foot
22

prostheses to minimize weight, innovative mechanisms and lightweight actuators with high
torque are required. In order to prevent baring undue weight, the overall weight of the unit
must be roughly closer to the average human foot weight. Many of the latest 1 DoF or 2 DoF
adaptive foot prostheses can only be rotated around the MTP joint. In the longitudinal axis,
only a few prostheses have the potential for rotation (Thilina H. Weerakkody, 2017).
For the selected design we develop the model on solid work and analyze it on ANSYS for the
validity of real life usage assumptions by choosing a valid materials and evaluate the results
for different properties like stress, strain, deformation and fatigue related stresses. All the
results are evaluated for the load of 80N. This load is basically exerted by the upper part of
foot that is leg, transferred by the human body. By analyzing the part in in FEA we can
manufactured an effective prosthetic foot with cost effective and as well as weight effective.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work
1.36 Conclusion:
An FE model of a prosthetic foot was introduced and tested on a physical prosthetic foot
against actual calculated values. Mechanical responses to forces, moments, and
displacements can be modelled using the model. It also proved to be a valuable instrument for
evaluating the prosthetic foot's practical characteristics. In addition, as changes are applied in
contrast to the initial configuration, the model may be used to mimic the device's reaction.
Our aims to build solution for this problem that is cost-effective, have variable working
degree and can be customized to user’s need. The main objective of this project is completed
by 3D designing and manufacturing of prosthetic lower limb by using computational methods
(Solid works and ANSYS). The prosthetic deigned is both functional and cosmetically
appealing Also the prosthetic foot is affordable but light weight at the same time. The results
obtain for maximum deformation is 7.3976mm and 92.197MPa for equivalent stress at 80N
with the evaluated Safety factor of 15.

1.37 Future Work:
In the future the design can be further improved as described in the following figure.

Figure 14 Future Design
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